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EDITOR .S NOTE

A newfound respect for the m'icrobial world
Many years ago, I heard the scientist
and writer Stephen Jay Gould speak
eloquently and convincingly about bacterial dominance, Despite what many
people think about humans' place in the
scheme of things, he said, we live in a
world of microbes. "The most outstanding feature oflife's history is that through
3,5 billion years this has remained,
really, a bacterial planet," he said in a 1997 interview with
Mother Jones. "Most creatures are what they've always been:
They're bacteria and they rule the world. And we need to be
nice to them." (If it has been awhile since you've indulged in
Gould's wonderful prose, I highly recommend his 1996 essay
"Planet of the bacteria," available at bit.lyj SN_Gould.)
Gould would not be surprised to learn, I think, of all the
rich details coming out about just how bacteria and other
small-scale creatures (the archae a, fungi and viruses) exert
dominance on other living things, including us. Thanks to
technical advances in genetic sequencing that have made it
relatively affordable and easy to take microbial censuses,
scientists have been able to explore the microscopic denizens
of the soil, oceans, Earth's crust and, increasingly, the human
body, Last issue. Tina Hesman Saey offered a wrap-up of some
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Connections between language-processing
regions of the brain (shown here as colored
links in a diffusion magnetic resonance image)
may be impaired in people with dyslexia.

BY BETH MOLE

Hampered connections between brain
regions that decipher spoken sounds
may partly explain why people with
dyslexia have trouble reading and spelling, researchers report in the Dec. 6
Science. Both activities require the ability to translate the sounds of language

into meaning, which is an obstacle for
people with dyslexia.
The new results provide some of the
first support for an underdog hypothesis
that broken bridges in the brain thwart
these mental interpretations of sound
information. Neuroscientists have traditionally held - and previous data have

GENES & CEL LS

Autism may be linked to chemicals
produced by microbes in the gut
Mice with altered intestines were less social, more anxious
BY TINA HESMAN SAEY

Leaky intestines and an abnormal mix of
gut microbes may contribute to autism
symptoms, a study of mice suggests.
Mice with autism-like behaviors
have a skewed mixture of intestinal
microbes that results in high levels of
certain chemicals, including one similar to a compound found in the urine of
some children with autism. These mice
also have leaky intestines, which allows
the chemicals to build up in the animals' blood, researchers report in the
Dec. 19 Cell.
Giving the mice beneficial bacteria
reduced gut leakiness a nd improved
some abnormal behaviors, suggesting
that some children with autism might
benefit from probiotic treatments.
8 SCIENCE NEWS I January 11.2014

The study "really connects the dots
on some scattered observations about
kids with autism spectrum disorders,"
says Alessio Fasano. a gut biologist at
Massachusetts General Hospital in
Boston. While previous studies have also
linked changes in intestinal microbes
to autism, none has offered a plausible
mechanism for how gut bacteria might
contribute to the disorder, he says.
Although the new work may explain
a possible cause of autism in a fraction of children. Fasano cautions that
"this is not going to be the solution for
everybody."
Many people believe that children
with autism are p~one to digestive problems, but that connection has been hotly
debated. This study is likely to provoke

supported - the competing hypothesis
that the learning disorder arises from
trouble properly distinguishing the
sounds oflanguage before they're interpreted by the brain.
In the study, Bart Boets ofKatholieke
Universiteit Leuven in Belgium and colleagues investigated brain activity using
functional magnetic resonance imaging.
The researchers compared patterns of
brain activity in 23 adults with dyslexia
with those of 22 adults without the disorder after both groups listened to fragments of words.
The two groups had similar activity in the speech-processing regions of
their brains, suggesting that adults with
dyslexia can distinguish the sounds of
speech just as well as, if not better than,
adults without the disorder.
But those with the disorder had more
trouble transmitting a sound's repre-

more controversy, says Caltech microbiologist Sarkis Mazmanian, who teamed
up with Caltech neuroscientist Paul
Patterson to lead the work.
The researchers knew that pregnant
women who develop severe infections or
high fevers have a greater risk than normal of having children with autism. So
Patterson, Mazmanian and colleagues
stimulated the immune systems ofpregnant mice to mimic severe infections.
Those mice had young with characteristics of autism such as problems socializing, including a tendency to squeak less
when with other mice. The offspring
were also more anxious, startled more
readily at noises and repeated behaviors
such as burying a marble again and again.
Mice born to immune-stimulated
moms also had leaky intestines, the
researchers found . These mice had an
altered mix of gut microbes, carrying
more bacteria called Lachnospiraceae
and related microbes than normally
behaving mice did.
The autistic-like mice had high levels of

sentation to other parts of the brain that
decipher meaning in language.
The au thors also calculated that those
disconnections account for 35 percent
of reading and spelling difficulty seen in
the group with dyslexia.
The new evidence that connectivity plays a role in dyslexia is important,
says neuroscientist Daniel Brandeis of
the University of Zurich. But the results
also suggest that less than half of the
observed differences in reading and
spelling ability are explained by this
connectivity, he says. Brandeis also cautions that the authors did not specifically
study brain activity while people were
reading and spelling, which are the troubled skills that define dyslexia.
Franck Ramus of Ecole Normale
Superieure in Paris, who in 2008 first
suggested that people with dyslexia have
poor brain connectivity, agrees that the
finding is important but inconclusive:
"This study will not put an end to this
debate, but it is the best piece of evidence
in five years." _

some bacterially produced chemicals in
their blood. Oneofthosechemicals, called
4-ethylphenylsulfate, was 46 times as
abundant in the mice with autism symptoms as in normal mice. Injecting the
chemical into the blood of normal mice
led to anxious behavior. Previous studies had found a similar molecule, known
as p-cresol or 4-methylphenol, in high
levels in the urine of some children
with autism.
When the researchers gave a helpful
bacterium called Bacteroidesfragilis to
mice with autism-like behavior, many
of their symptoms improved, although
the mice were still less social than normal mice. The bacterial treatment also
helped seal the mice's leaky guts and
reduced blood levels of the autismlinked chemicals.
Though the study is "fascinating and
important," says microbiologist Brent
Williams of Columbia University, much
more research is needed to establish
whether people with autism have similar microbe-related problems. _

BODY&BRAIN

Thalidomide treats Crohn's disease
Study of children with disorder finds new use for tainted drug
BY NATHAN SEPPA
Sixteen weeks into the extended phase,
The ongoing repurposing of the infa- all children still taking the drug had
mous drug thalidomide may include stopped using steroids. During the trial
treatment of Crohn's disease, an incur- extension, doctors gradually decreased
able bowel condition.
the daily thalidomide dose.
Thalidomide was banned or never
The average time in remission for
approved in many countries because these patients has been 3.5 years, the
it caused thousands of severe birth scientists report in the Nov. 27 JAMA.
defects when pregnant women took it One patien t has been taking thalidomide
for nausea in the late 1950s and early for five years, Lazzerini says.
1960s. But researchers have now shown
"This is a well-designed study, no
it can knock out symptoms in pediatric doubt about that," says W. Douglas
Crohn's patients, sending the disease Figg, a pharmacologist at the National
into remission in most cases.
Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Md., who
Crohn's is an inflammatory bowel has investigated thalidomide use against
disease marked by diarrhea, abdominal cancer. "I'm glad to see the activity it has
shown here. There's very little
pain, weight loss and vomiting.
One-fourth of cases show up
out there for [treatment of]
Crohn's disease."
in childhood. Crohn's affects
roughly 500,000 people in the
Thalidomide was effective
United States and 1.2 million
percent
in many children who had
in Europe.
failed to improve while taking
Fraction of
Crohn's disease
Starting in 2008, Marzia
infliximab (Remicade), a frontcases that begi n
Lazzerini of the Institute for
line drug against Crohn's. Both
in childhood
drugs neutralize an inflamMaternal and Child Health in
Trieste, Italy, and her colleagues ran- matory protein called tumor necrodomly assigned 54 children 'With Crohn's sis factor-alpha, or TNF-alpha, but
to get daily thalidomide or a placebo. thalidomide also thwarts the formaMany of the children were also taking tion of new blood vessels. Scientists
steroids to reduce inflammation. All had think that action is what caused the
failed to improve on other medications. birth defects.
Their average age was in the mid-teens.
Thalidomide also exerts many other
After the eight-week trial, 13 of 28 effects in the body, Figg says, and that has
kids taking thalidomide were in remis- scientists intrigued. Hundreds of clinical
sion and five others had substantially studies testing the drug are under ray.
fewer symptoms. Three of 26 children Thalidomide is apprm'ed by the U.S. Food
getting the placebo also went into remis- and Drug Administration for treatment
sion, and two others needed surgery. of a complication of leprosy and a blood
The researchers then offered thalido- cancer called multiple myeloma, but its
mide to the other 21 placebo recipients, history remains a red flag.
11 of whom went into remission within
"There is clearly a concern that's
always there," Figg says.
eight weeks.
The researchers then extended the
In nine instances, a child in the new
trial, offering thalidomide long-term to study experienced a side effect severe
patients who had shown some benefit enough to require the patient to stop
and hadn't experi~nced any severe side taking thalidomide. The most common
effects. Overall, 31 of 49 children taking problem was peripheral neuropathy,
thalidomide achieved remission. After damage to nerves away from the brain
one year, 30 were still free of disease. and spinal column. _
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New view of microbes forces
rethinking of what it means
to be an organism By Susan Milius

(W

hat is a wasp?" might seem like an overly simple question for a Ph.D. biologist to be asking.
"What is a human?" Even more so.
But these are strange times in the life sciences. Seth Bordenstein of Vanderbilt University in Nashville
now embraces the notion that each wasp he studies, each
squirrel darting around campus - not to mention himself, every reader of science magazines and every other
representative of see-it-without-a-microscope life
on Earth - is really a blend of one big organism and
a lot oflittle ones.
In recent years, research has shown
that what people commonly

think of as "their" bodies contain roughly 10 microbial cells Gut buster Tsetse flies must be infected during gestation with
for each genetically human one. The microbial mass in and a particular bacterium in order to develop a normal gut lining (left).
Lab-raised larvae that were bacteria-free developed faulty guts (right)
on a person may amount to just a few pounds, but in terms of and weak immune systems that made them much more vulnerable
genetic diversi ty these fellow travelers overwhelm their hosts, to infection by the parasite that causes sleeping sickness.
with 400 genes for every human one. And a decent share of
the metabolites sluicing through human veins originates from
some microbe. By these measures, humanity is microbial.
Butnumbers arejustthe beginning. The evolutionary impact
of animals' microbial denizens can be substantial. Adult wasps
of the genus Nasonia are only about 30 percent microbial,
Bordenstein estimates. But those microbes keep two species
apart that could otherwise interbreed.
from four colonies of turtle ants, Moreau says, 445 kinds of
Some researchers think of these microbes as just another bacteria showed up that cultures and clunkier genetic techpart of a plant or animal's environment, like a mountain range niques had missed. Eight kinds of bacteria consistently show
that keeps two related species separate. But, "''lith a squint and a up in the guts of honeybees and a few other bees, but so far,
slap to the worldview, researchers like Bordenstein are explor- nowhere else. Bedbugs need Wolbachia bacteria inside their
ingwhether a body's microbes are so intimate that they're part cells to survive.
of the organism itself. Or, if you prefer, the metaorganism.
And bacteria may at last explain how the giant panda, a
"Ecosystem" is the word that 26 scientists used in a call for bamboo-eating member of the mammalian order Carnivora
new thinking about animal-bacteria interactions that was pub- without a grass-grazer's capacious fermenting gut or specialist
lished in February by the Proceedings ofthe National Academy digestive enzymes, can live on 12.5 kilograms of highly fibrous
ofSciences. The recent accumulation of knowledge about bac- plant material a day. The bear's puzzling digestive system turns
teria vis avis their animal hosts "is fundamentally altering our out to gurgle with bacteria that apparently belong to groups
that include competent digesters of cellulose.
understanding of animal biology," the group declared.
Why would biologists get so excited about teeming microorganisms now'? Even someone who missed the earliest Born with it
fiddling with magnifying lenses has had 330 years to catch up Bacteria start shaping their hosts' lives right from the beginon volume 140fthe Royal Society's Philosophical Transactions, ning. In tsetse flies, for example, inheriting genes from mom
wherein merchant microscopist Antonie van Leeuwenhoek isn't enough; larvae that don't also inherit the right kind of
reported "to my great surprise," that wateredbacteria don't grow properly.
The way tsetse flies start their lives "is
down scrapings from his teeth revealed "very
many small living Animals, which moved
eerily similar to what happens in mammals,"
themselves very extravagantly."
says Brian L. Weiss of Yale University. In most
For more than three centuries a fter
insects, "the female will just lay a bunch of
van Leeuwenhoek's discovery, anyone intereggs
and flyaway." Tsetse females, however,
Microbial celis for
gestate one fertilized egg at a time inside what
ested in studying the microbial world was
each human celi in body
amounts to a uterus. Glands inside the uterus
limited by the frustrations of "growing fuzzy
produce a white milklike liquid rich in fats and
things in Petri dishes," as Corrie Moreau of
the Field Museum in Chicago puts it. A fasproteins. After suckling for its first three larval
cinating microorganism might thrive in the
stages, the youngster weighs abou t as much as
gills of deep-ocean clams, in groundwater
its mother. Then she gives birth.
seeping through porous rock or in the gonads
Gorging on mother's milk doses the infant
Microbial genes for
of mosquitoes. But if you couldn't culture it in
with a Wigglesworthiabacterium, which Weiss
each human gene in body
describes as looking like a hot dog. Wigglesa lab dish you had no way of knowing about it.
Even with clever technical advances, an estimated 99 percent worthia can live only inside a tsetse fly, and flies deprived of
of microbial life can't be cultured, Moreau says. And what does it don't give birth.
grow may be misleading. A marginal freak may look like the
Weiss was able to deduce what Wigglesworthia does in develdominant member of a community only because it's the one opment by dosing moms with B vitamins to artificially keep
that flourishes in the lab.
their bacteria-free larvae alive. The larvae grew up but never
Recent genomic innovations have changed all that. In the formed a decent immune system. Flies deprived of bacteria
last few years, automated systems have been developed to ,as larvae also failed to form a real gut lining, Weiss and his
quickly and affordably determine the genetic signatures of . colleagues reported in April in PLOS Pathogens.
A faulty gut lining in a tsetse fly is a serious problem,
thousands of individual microbes in a sample.
What a world the new technology reveals: Injust 19 samples and not just for the flies . Even though they're famQus for
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spreading the trypanosome parasite that causes sleeping sickness, only 1 to 5 percent of normal tsetse flies become carriers
when feeding on infected blood. With faulty guts, though, more
than 50 percent of bacterially starved, skimpy-gut flies turn
into carriers.
Other studies have turned up similar examples of microbial
power in animal development. Females of the parasitic wasp
Asobara tabida need a Wolbachia bacterial strain in order to
form wasp eggs. Developing mice can't form normal capillaries
in their guts without a standard set of microbes beingpresent.
And young lab mice may even need their gu t bacteria for proper
brain development, a research team in Sweden reported in
2011. Mice raised without normal gut microbes were unusually active and bold in tests, as if their brains weren't wired
the same way as those of regular shadow-loving, skittish mice.
Returning gut bacteria to germfree mice re-created normal
caution in their offspring. But it failed in adults with brains
that were already mature.
Moms of a variety of species appear to microbially prep
their young, says Bordenstein. Vesicomyid clams that need
microbial help to survive at deep-sea vents, some sponges
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Scent components

Say it with scent Striped and spotted hyenas (shown, top) both
use a smelly paste exuded from pouches under their tails to mark
territory and communicate with one another. A two-dimensional
statistical plot showing variation among bacterial communities hosted
by individual hyenas of the two species (bottom left) looks very much
like one showing variation in chemical components of their scents
(bottom right). SOURCE, K. THEIS ET AlIPNAS 2013
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and cockroaches release eggs already loaded with bacteria.
When stinkbugs lay eggs, the capsules get smeared with mom's
bacteria-rich excrement. When the youngsters hatch, they
gobble the egg case, smear and all.
Reports of mother-to-child bacterial transmission appear
to be so widespread among animals, Bordenstein argues,
that it's time to consider them the norm. He and Vanderbilt
colleague Lisa Funkhouser published a manifesto in August
in PLOS Biology calling for an end to "the sterile-womb
paradigm."
Bacterial billboards
Other paradigms are drawing strength from microbiologists'
recently developed ability to genetically probe bacterial communities. Since the mid-1970s, biologists have suspected that
in many mammals a microbial community ferments various sweats, oozes and excretions into distinctive scents that
reveal age, health and much more to knowing noses in a select
social circle.
The notion sounds plausible, but attempts to test it have
stalled for years. Culturing bacteria from various mammal
scent glands has generally yielded only one or two, or sometimes five, kinds. This paltry haul seemed too limited to convey
all the information that biologists think is wafting around.
With modern genetic tools to identify bacteria, Kevin Theis
of Michigan State University in East Lansing and his colleagues are revisiting the classic hypothesis of messaging by
fermentation. His scent-marking research subjects are spotted
and striped hyenas.
"Pretty robust," is how Theis rates the funk wafting offhyena
scent marks. Both species evert a pouchjust under the tail and
dab a pungent paste produced by sebaceous glands onto a grass
stem or other convenien t landmark. The paste smells to Theis
like pine mulch fermenting after a rain. It could encode territorial information as well as olfactory gossip such as who's
growing eager for a mate, already pregnan t or perhaps ill.
Hyenas have a lot to smear and sniff about. Spotted hyenas
live in hierarchical clans of dozens of animals. "It's like watching a soap opera," says Theis. Striped hyenas spend more time
alone and form smaller groups, but still need to keep up with
their kind while they forage, rest and travel.
So far, Theis says, he's found more bacterial generajust in the
scent paste of adult female spotted hyenas than researchers had
discovered in 15 earlier studies of any mammalian scent gland.
The blends of stinky volatile compounds that striped and
spotted hyenas use to communicate are distinct enough that
biologists can distinguish the two species by their scent marks.
And, as would be predicted if microbes were making the scents,
the two species likewise have distinctive microbial communities that align with those scent differences, Theis and his colleagues report November 11 in the Proceedings afthe National
Academy of Sciences. The link between odor difference and
community difference supports a main pillar of the hypothesis
that the microbes are the message.

A breed apart

species apart turns ou t to have a previously overlooked microbial aspect (SN: 8/10/13, p. 13), Bordenstein and Vanderbilt
colleague Robert Brucker reported in the Aug. 9 Science.
Two kinds of jewel wasp, Nasonia giraulti and Nasonia
V = N. vitripennis g = N. giraulti
vitripennis, split off from a common ancestor about a milUntreated
Antibiotic-treated
100
lion years ago. If the two species happen to mate now, the
second-generation male larvae develop a dark splotch and die.
g 80
Geneticists have traced this lethal incompatibility in detail,
iV
finding
genetic differences between the species that appear to
>
.~ 60
influence
hybrid survival.
:::>
C>O
To
test
for
a possible missing microbial something, Brucker
c:
.;:
40
dosed doomed hybrids with an antibiotic. Their resident
Co
microbes died, but many of the hybrid wasps lived. A mis20
match between their parents' differing microbes and their
genes seemed to be killing hybrids.
0
gig
glv
vlg
v/v
As a further test, Brucker gave the unexpectedly alive germHybrids
Hybrids
free hybrids some of the gut bacteria that hybrids normally
Parental species (paternal/maternal)
have. No longer germ-free, the hybrids died.
The experiment supports Bordenstein's view that evoThe researchers also detected some patterns within species lutionary forces act not just on an animal's DNA but on the
suggesting that the communities shifted with events such as sum of its own genome and those of its microbial residents.
Of course microbes matter, says Tadashi Fukami of
pregnancy. This paper marks the closest anyone has come to
demonstrating the whole fermented-message idea, Theis says. Stanford University. But he isn't ready to declare them and
their hosts a single evolutionary entity. He studies the microbial communities living in flowers ' nectar, and applauds
Choice microbes
Microbial residents do more than broadcast scented status increased attention to microbial influences. Yet he says that
updates. Bacteria also appear to steer their hosts away from he would expect the hologenome theory of evolution to apply
only in specialized, albeit interesting, cases. The discussion
some mates.
One startling example, described in 2010, grew out of a pecu- reminds him of debates over what's called group selection. The
liar side effect of rearing fruit flies on different diets. In earlier idea that evolution acts on groups of organisms caused exciteexperiments, researchers had noticed that lineages of fruit ment and controversy when first proposed. But now Fukami
and a fair number of other evolutionary bioloflies fed for 25 generations on different diets
gists don't find many cases in which it applies.
became less likely to mate with each other.
Still, appreciating microbes' evolutionFollow-up tests at Tel Aviv University found
that Drosophila melanogaster flies rejected
ary significance could upend some fundaViable
mental ideas taught in introductory biology,
opposite-diet flies as potential mates after
says developmental biologist Scott Gilbert of
just one generation of eating molasses rather
than starch. At Tel Aviv, Eugene Rosenberg and
Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania. Learning
that a normal set of mouse genes isn't sufficient
Ilana Zilber-Rosenberg had been form ulating
to grow a healthy mouse body "set off all kinds
ideas on the importance of what they called
Inviable
of
gongs and whistles," he remembers. "All this
the hologenome, the sum of genetic informaMicrobial incompatibility appears
tion in a host species and its microbial resito render hybrid male wasp
stuff abou t 'you are who you are depending on
larvae of two Nasonia species
dents. To test this comprehensive view of the
your nuclear genes' was demonstrably not
much less viable than purebreds.
true," he says, if microbes living symbiotically
fruit fly, researchers fed the flies antibiotics
to kill the insects' microbial communities. Without microbial in the body amount to a second mode of inheritance.
He's embracing the idea of animals as composite beings.
influence, the lineages took to mating with each other again.
Inoculating reconciled fly lineages with different microbial On occasion he finishes scientific presentations with a closing
communities resurrected the mating barrier. What made the PowerPoint slide that credits the talk not to him alone, but to
difference, researchers proposed, were diet-based shifts in gut "Team Scott Gilbert." _
microbes that in turn influenced sex pheromones.
Observing a microbial effect on mate choice makes it sen- Explore more
sible to ask a very big question: Could these teeming micro- • Margaret McFall-Ngai etal. "Animals in a bacterial world,
scopic masses control the evolutionary fate of whole species?
a new imperative for the life sciences:' Proceedings of the
Injewel wasps, for example, a genetic barrier that keeps two
National Academy of Sciences. February 26, 2013.
When two related species of Nasonia wasp mate
(left), their hybrid male offspring (glv and v/g) usually don't survive.
With a dose of antibiotics, however, hybrid males are almost as viable
as non hybrids (right). SOURCE: R. BRUCKER ANDS. BORDENSTEIN/ SClfNCf 2013
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~ Malawi

United States
Americans eat more meat than
anyone else in the world except
Luxembourgers, more than
120 kilograms per person annually. Other widely consumed
foods include:

-

Bread
Lettuce and tomatoes
Potatoes
Pasta
Milk and dairy products

Malawi

SOURCE : USDA

Meals here are also heavy on starch.
One staple is cornmeal porridge or
cakes (center) eaten with ndiwo (top
left), a sauce or relish made with
beans, meat or vegetables. Among
the most frequently eaten
Malawiall dishes:

Venezuela
Indigenous Guahibo people only occasionally eat meat, so a
meal including stewed fish (on plate, left) might constitute
a special occasion. The Guahibo diet is high in starch, and
processed foods are not unknown. Some typical foods:

- Corn arepas
(shown, bottom)
- Cassava
- Coffee and milk

- Cornmeal porridge or cake
- Leafy greens
- Matemba, a small fish
Pigeon peas
- Pumpkin leaves

- Sugar
- Cheese
SOURCE: T YATSUNENKO

SOURCE: T. YATSUNENKO ET AUNATURf 2012

ET AUNATURf 2012

Gut bacteria respect diets, not borders
They live on opposite sides of the planet, but people in Malawi and Venezuela have
similar microbes in their guts. Americans, on the other hand, have a distinctive
microbiome with about 25 percent less diversity than indigenous Venezuelans'.
It comes down largely to diet, researchers determined after comparing more than
500 people from rura l Malawi, the United States and the Guahibo society in
Venezuela. Malawian and Guahibo diets are rich in corn and cassava, with meat
an occasional treat. Gut microbes of the three groups reflected that (see chart,
right), the team reported in 2012. Overall, Malawian and Guahibo gut microbiomes
resembled those of herbivorous mammals, while American guts were more similar
to carnivores'. A more recent study found that major diet shifts can change the mix
of gut microbes noticeably injust a day. Omnivores switching to a diet of all animal
products saw the biggest change, as some bacteria boomed a~d others declined.
Microbes settled back to their previous profiles a day or two after subjects returned
to their usual diets, researchers report December 11 in Nature. - Erika EngeZhaupt
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Gut bacteria of three populations
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Americans and others with high-protein
fatty diets have guts loaded with Bacteroides
bacteria, which can withstand bile produced
after eating fat. Prevotella bacteria, which help
digest fiber, are more dominant in the guts
of people on low-meat, grain-based diets.

